This study reviews the use of pitch histograms in music information retrieval studies for western and non-western music. The problems in applying the pitch-class histogrambased methods developed for western music to non-western music and specifically to Turkish music are discussed in detail. The main problems are the assumptions used to reduce the dimension of the pitch histogram space, such as, mapping to a low and fixed dimensional pitch-class space, the hard-coded use of western music theory, the use of the standard diapason (A4 ¼ 440 Hz), analysis based on tonality and tempered tuning. We argue that it is more appropriate to use higher dimensional pitch-frequency histograms without such assumptions for Turkish music. We show in two applications, automatic tonic detection and makam recognition, that high dimensional pitchfrequency histogram representations can be successfully used in Music Information Retrieval (MIR) applications without such pre-assumptions, using the data-driven models.
Introduction
Traditional musics of wide geographical regions, such as Asia and Middle East, share a common musical feature, namely the modal system. In contrast to the tonal system of western music, the modal systems of these nonwestern musics cannot be only described by scale types such as major and minor scales. Modal systems lie between scale-type and melody-type descriptions in varying degrees peculiar to a specific non-western music. While the modal systems such as maqam in Middle East, makom in Central Asia and raga in India are close to melody-type, the pathet in Java and the choshi in Japan are close to the scale-type [1] . In this sense, the makam practice in Turkey-we prefer to refer to it as Turkish music-as a modal system, is close to the melody-type, and thus shares many similarities with maqam in the Middle East.
The traditional art musics of the Middle East have been practiced for hundreds of years, and their theoretical written sources date back to as early as Al-Farabi (c. 872-951). They are both influenced by and influence the folk, art and religious music of a culture, and more and more the modern musical styles: the traditional musical elements are increasingly finding their way into modern popular music idioms. For example, the representative instruments of the genre, such as the ud and ney, performing in a jazz quartet, in front of a symphony ensemble or together with popular music bands performing pop, rock, hip-hop, etc. Many western-style modern music conservatoires were founded for the education of these traditional musics by the middle of 20th century, and recently, the number of students graduating from such institutions has been increasing.
Although Music Information Retrieval (MIR) on western music has become a well-established research domain (for a comprehensive state-of-art on MIR, see [2] ), its applications on non-western musics are still very limited. Although there are a large number of nonwestern performers, listeners and a long history of nonwestern musics, the MIR research for non-western musics is in its early stages (a comprehensive review of ''computational ethnomusicology'' is presented in [3] ). There is an increasing need for MIR methods for nonwestern musics as the databases are enlarging through the addition of both new recordings as well as remastered and digitized old recordings of non-western musics.
Moelants et al. [4, 5] briefly introduced the main problems regarding the application of the current MIR methods developed for western music to non-western musics. In their study, these problems are presented by summarizing their research on traditional musics of Central-Africa, and these problems also hold true for Turkish music. The most important problem is the representation of data due to the different pitch spaces in African music and western music. There is no fixed tuning and relative pitch is more important than the standard pitches in African music. Pitches demonstrate a distributional characteristic and performance of pitch intervals are variable. There are also problems related to the representation of pitch space within one octave. Due to these problems, pitches are represented in a continuous pitch space in contrast to discrete pitch space representation in western music with 12 pitch-classes.
The second problem, which is not less important, is the lack of a reliable music theory for non-western musics. In this sense, the traditional art musics of the Middle East share another commonality, namely the divergence between theory and practice [8, 56] . This divergence arises from the fact that the oral tradition dominated the traditional art musics of the Middle East, as well as the African music as stated [5] . This lack of music theory is not explicitly mentioned by Moelants et al. [4, 5] . However, the problem is implicit in their approach to African music: their methods rely only on audio recordings in contrast to the studies on western music, where both music theory and symbolic data play crucial roles in developing MIR methods.
Turkish music theory consists of mainly descriptive information. This theory, as taught in conservatories, books, etc., is composed of a miscellany of melodic rules for composition and improvisation. These rules contain the ascending or descending characteristics of the melody, functions of the degrees of the scale(s), microtonal nuances, and possible modulations. The tuning theory has some mathematical basis but is open to discussion: there is no standardization of the pitch frequencies accepted to be true for most of the musicians. For example, in Turkish music it is still an open debate how many pitches per octave (propositions vary from 17 to 79 [7] ) are necessary to conform to musical practice. It is generally accepted that the tuning system is non-tempered, consisting of unequal intervals unlike western music. For these reasons, the divergence between theory and practice is an explicit ''problem'' in Turkish music. There have also been attempts of westernization and/or nationalization of tuning theories in Turkey [8] which add further complexities in music analysis. With the large diversity of tuning systems (a review can be found in [7] ) and a large collection of descriptive information, the theory is rather confusing. For this reason, one is naturally inclined to prefer direct processing of the audio data with data-driven techniques and to utilize very limited guidance from theory. One of the important differences of our approach compared to the related MIR studies is that we do not take any specific tuning system for granted.
For these reasons, the proper representation of the pitch space is an essential prerequisite for most of the MIR studies for non-western musics. Therefore, our study focuses on the representation of pitch space for Turkish music targeting information retrieval applications. More specifically, this study undertakes the challenging tasks of developing automatic tonic detection and makam recognition algorithms for Turkish music.
We first show that pitch-frequency histograms can be effectively used to represent the pitch space characteristics of Turkish music and be processed to achieve the above-mentioned goals. Some of the possible MIR applications based on the tonic detection and makam recognition methods we present are as follows: automatic music transcription (makam recognition and tonic detection are crucial in transcription), information retrieval (retrieving recordings of a specific makam from a database), automatic transposition to a given reference frequency (which facilitates rehearsal of pieces with fixed pitched instruments such as Ney), automatic tuning analysis of large databases by aligning recordings with respect to their tonics as presented in [6] .
The use of pitch histograms is not a new issue in MIR, but it needs to be reconsidered when taking into account the pitch space characteristics of Turkish music. More specifically, it is well known that pitches do not correspond to standardized single fixed frequencies. There is a dozen of possible standard pitches/diapason (called ''ahenk''), and tuning can still be out of these standard pitches (especially for string instruments). In addition, there are many makam types in use with a large variety of intervals included, and musicians may have their own choices for the performance of certain pitches. Defining appropriate fret locations for fretted instruments is an open topic of research. It has been observed that the number of frets and their locations vary regionally or depend on the choice of performers.
As a result, the main contribution of the study is the presentation of a framework for MIR applications on Turkish music with a comprehensive review of the pitch histogram-based MIR literature on western and nonwestern musics; a framework without which possible MIR applications cannot be developed. This framework is also potentially applicable for other non-western musical traditions sharing similarities with Turkish music.
In the following sections of this paper, we present the main contribution in detail listed as: First, a review of pitch histogram use in MIR studies both for western and nonwestern music in comparison with Turkish music is presented. Then we discuss more specifically the use of pitch histograms in Turkish music analysis. Following this review part, we present the MIR methods we have developed for the tasks mentioned above. In [6] we have presented an automatic tonic detection algorithm. In Section 3 of this paper, as the second part of the contributions, we provide new detailed tests for evaluating the algorithm using a large corpus containing both synthetic and real audio data (which was lacking in [6] ). We further investigate the possibility of using other distance measures in the actual algorithm. We show that the algorithm is improved when City-Block or Intersection distance measures are used instead of cross-correlation (as used in [6] ). In Section 4, as the last part of the contributions, a simple makam classifier design is explained again using the same pitch histogram representations and methodology for matching given histograms. The final section is dedicated to discussions and future work. The relevant database and MATLAB codes can be found at the project web site: /http://likya.iyte.edu.tr/eee/labs/audio/Main.htmlS.
A review of pitch histogram-based MIR studies
Although there is an important volume of research in MIR literature based on pitch histograms, application of current methods for Turkish music is a challenging task, as briefly explained in the Introduction. Nevertheless, we think that any computational study on non-western music should try to define their problem within the general framework of MIR, due to the current well-established literature. Therefore, we review related MIR studies in this section by relating, comparing and contrasting with our data characteristics and applications. Both the data representations and distance measures between data (musical pieces) are discussed in detail since most of the MIR applications (as well as our makam recognition application) necessitate use of such distance functions.
In order to clarify the review of current literature in comparison with Turkish music, a brief description of Turkish music and our study should be introduced. Turkish music is mainly characterized by modal entities called makam and each musical piece is identified and recognized by a makam type. A set of musical rules for each makam (makamlar, pl.) type are loosely defined in music theory, and these rules roughly determine the scale of a makam type. Although it is recorded that there were 600 makam types, only around 30 of them are currently used in Turkey. Each makam type also holds a distinct name representing the makam type.
We first present an appropriate representation of Turkish music. Musical data are represented by pitch histograms constructed based on fundamental frequency (f0). f0 data are extracted from monophonic audio recordings. Thus, we apply methods based on pitch histograms. Second, necessary methods to process such representation are presented. Third, automatic recognition of Turkish audio recordings by makam types (names) is presented. In brief, our research problem can be expressed as finding the makam of a given musical piece.
Pitch-class histogram versus pitch-frequency histogram: A considerable portion of the MIR literature utilizing pitch histograms targets the application of finding the tonality of a given musical piece either as major or minor. In the western MIR literature, tonality of a musical piece is found by processing pitch histograms which simply represent the distribution of pitches performed in a piece as shown in Fig. 1 . In this type of representation, pitch histograms consist of 12-dimensional vectors where each dimension corresponds to one of the 12 pitch-classes in western music (notes at higher/lower octaves are folded into a single octave). The pitch histogram of a given musical piece is compared to two tonalities, major and minor templates, and the tonality whose template is more similar is found as the tonality of the musical piece.
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However, as mentioned in the Introduction, there are important differences in pitch spaces between western and Turkish music which can be simply observed by comparing the pitch histogram examples from western music and Turkish music as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively. Fig. 2 presents pitch histograms of two musical pieces from the same makam performed by two outstanding performers of Turkish music. The number of pitches and the pitch interval sizes are not clear. The pitch intervals are not equal, implying a non-tempered tuning system. The performance of each pitch shows a distributional quality in contrast to western music where pitches are performed in fixed frequency values. Although the two pieces belong to the same makam, the performers prefer close but different pitch intervals for the same pitches. The two histograms in Fig. 2 are aligned according to their tonics in order to compare the intervals visually. The tonic frequencies of the two performances are computed as 295 and 404 Hz, hence they are not in a standard pitch. This is an additional difficulty/difference in comparison to western music. Furthermore, another property that cannot be observed on the figure due to plotting of only the main octave is that it is not possible to represent pitch space of Turkish music within one octave. Depending on the ascending or descending characteristics of the melody of a makam type, performance of a pitch can be quite different in different octaves. It is neither straightforward to define a set of pitch-classes for Turkish music nor represent pitch histograms by 12 pitch-classes as in western music.
Despite the differences in pitch spaces between western and Turkish music, the next subsection reviews MIR studies developed for western music to investigate whether any method independent from data representation can be applied to Turkish music recordings. In the following subsection, the state-of-art of relevant MIR studies on non-western musics is reviewed.
Pitch histogram-based studies for western MIR
The current methods for tonality finding essentially diverge according to the format (symbolic (MIDI) or audio (wave)) and the content of the data (the number of parts used in musical pieces, either monophonic (single part) or polyphonic (two or more independent parts)). There is an important volume of research based on symbolic data. Audio-based studies have a relatively short history [9] . This results from the lack of reliable automatic music transcription methods. Some degree of success in polyphonic transcription has been only achieved under some restrictions [10] and even the problems of monophonic transcription (especially for some signals like singing) still have not been fully solved [11] . As a result, most of the literature on pitch histograms consists of methods based on symbolic data, and these methods also form the basis for the studies on audio data.
It has been already mentioned that tonality of a musical piece is normally found by comparing the pitch histogram of a given musical piece to major and minor tonality histogram templates. Since the representation of musical pieces as pitch-class histograms is rather a simple problem in western music, a vast amount of research is dedicated to investigation of methods for constructing the tonality templates. The tonality templates are again represented as pitch histograms consisting of 12-dimensional vectors, we refer to them as the pitch-class histogram. Since there are 12 major and 12 minor ARTICLE IN PRESS tonalities, the templates of other tonalities are found simply by transposing the templates to the relevant keys [12] .
The construction of the tonality templates is mainly based on three kinds of models: music theoretical (e.g. [13] ), psychological (e.g. [14] ) and data-driven models (e.g. [15] ). These models were also initially developed in the studies based on symbolic data. However, neither psychological nor data-driven models are fully independent from western music theory. In addition, two important approaches of key-finding algorithm based on music theoretical model use neither templates nor keyprofiles: the rule-based approach of Lerdahl and Jackendoff [16] and the geometrical approach of Chew [17] .
Among these models, the psychological model of Krumhansl and Kessler [14] is the most influential one and presents one of the most frequently applied distance measures in studies based on all three models. Tonality templates are mainly derived from psychological probetone experiments based on human ratings, and tonality of a piece is simply found by correlating the pitch-class histogram of the piece with each of the 24 templates. Studies based on symbolic and audio data mostly apply a correlation coefficient to measure the similarity between the pitch-class distribution of a given piece and the templates as defined by Krumhansl [14] :
where x and y refers to the 12-dimensional pitch-class histogram vectors for the musical piece and the template. The correlation coefficients for a musical piece are computed using (1) with different templates (y) and the template which gives the highest coefficient is found as corresponding to the tonality of the piece. The same method is applied in data-driven models (e.g. [15] ) also by simply correlating the pitch-class histogram of a given musical piece with major and minor templates derived from relevant musical databases. Even the datadriven models reflect the western music theory by the representation of musical data and templates as 12-dimensional vectors (pitch-classes).
Although studies on audio data (e.g. [18] ) diverge from the ones on symbolic data by the additional signal processing steps, these studies also try to obtain a similar representation of the templates where pitch histograms are again represented by 12-dimensional pitch-class vectors. Due to the lack of a reliable automatic transcription, such studies process the spectrum of the audio data without f0 estimation to achieve tonality finding. In these studies, the signal is first pre-processed to eliminate the non-audible and irrelevant frequencies by applying singleband or multi-band frequency filters. Then, discrete Fourier transform (DFT) or constant Q-transform (CQT) are applied and the data in the frequency domain is mapped to pitch-class histograms (e.g. [18, 19] ). However, this approach is problematic due to the complexity of reliably separating harmonic components both for polyphonic and monophonic music which are naturally not present in symbolic data. Another problem is the determination of tuning frequency (which determines the band limits and the mapping function) in order to obtain reliable pitch-class distributions from the data in the frequency domain. Most of the studies take the standard pitch of A4 ¼ 440 Hz as a ground truth for western music (e.g. [20, 21] ). On the other hand, few studies estimate first a tuning frequency, considering the fact that recordings of various bands and musicians need not be tuned exactly to 440 Hz. However, even in these studies, 440 Hz is taken as a ground truth in another fashion [18, 22] . They calculate the deviation of the tuning frequency of audio data from 440 Hz, and then take into account this deviation in constructing frequency histograms. When Turkish music is considered, no standard tuning exists (but only possible ''ahenk''s for rather formal recordings). This is another important obstacle for applying western music MIR methods to our problem.
Although mostly the correlation coefficient presented in Eq. (1) is used to measure the similarity between pitchclass distribution of a given piece and templates, a number of recent studies apply various machine learning methods for tonality detection such as Gomez and Herrera [23] . Chuan and Chew [9] and Lee and Slaney [24] do not use templates, but their approach is based on audio data synthesized from symbolic data (MIDI). Liu et al. [25] also do not use templates but for the first time apply unsupervised learning. Since these approaches present the same difficulties when applying them to Turkish music, they will not be reviewed here.
Pitch histogram-based studies for non-western MIR
Although most of the current MIR studies focus on western music, a number of studies considering nonwestern and folk musics also exist. The most common feature of these studies is the use of audio recordings instead of symbolic data. However, most of the research is based on processing of the f0 variation in time and does not utilize pitch histograms, which is shown to be a valuable tool in analysis of large databases. There is a relatively important volume of research on the pitch space analysis of Indian music which does not utilize pitch histograms but directly the f0 variation curves in time [26] [27] [28] [29] . This is also the case for the two studies on African music [30] and Javanese music [31] . There are also two MIR applications for non-western music without using pitch histograms: an automatic transcription of Aboriginal music [32] and the pattern recognition methods applied on South Indian classical music [33] . Here, we will only review studies based on pitch histograms and refer the reader to Tzenatakis et al. [3] for a comprehensive review of computational studies on non-western and folk musics.
The literature of non-western music studies utilizing pitch histograms for pitch space analysis is much more limited. The studies of Moelants et al. [4, 5] was mentioned in the Introduction which applies pitch histograms to analyze the pitch space of African music. Instead of pitchclass histograms as in western music, ''pitch-frequency histograms'' are preferred, and thus such continuous pitch space representation enables them to study the characteristic of the tuning system of African music. They introduce and discuss important problems related to African music based on analysis of a musical example but do no present any MIR application. Akkoc [34] analyses pitch space characteristics of Turkish music based on the performances of two outstanding Turkish musicians again using limited data and without any MIR application. In [6] , we presented for the first time the necessary tools and methods for the pitch space analysis of Turkish music when applied to large music databases. This method is further summarized and extended in Section 3.2.
There is a number of MIR studies which utilize pitch histograms for aims other than analyzing the pitch space. One example is Norowi et al. [35] who use pitch histograms as one of the features in automatic genre classification of traditional Malay music beside timbre and rhythm related features. In this study, the pitch histogram feature is automatically extracted using the software, MARSYAS, which computes pitch-class histograms as in western music. Certain points in this study are confusing and difficult to interpret, which hinders its use in our application: among other things, it is not clear how the lack of a standard pitch is solved, the effect of pitch features in classification is not evaluated, and the success rate of the classifier is not clear since only the accuracy parameter is presented.
Two MIR studies on the classification of Indian classical music by raga types [36, 37] are fairly similar to our study on classification of Turkish music by makam types. However, in these studies the just-intonation tuning system is used as the basis, and surprisingly 12 pitchclasses as in western music are defined for the histograms, although they mention that Indian music includes microtonal variations in contrast to western music. In [36] pitch-class dyad histograms are also used as a feature which refers to the distribution of pitch transitions besides pitch-class histograms with the same basis. We find it problematic to use a specific tuning system for pitch space dimension reduction of non-western musics unless the existence of a theory well conforming to practice is shown to exist. In addition, a database of 20 h audio recordings manually labeled in terms of tonics is used in this study. This is a clear example showing the need for automatic tonic detection algorithms for MIR. Again the high success rates obtained for classification is subject to question for these studies due to the use of parameters for evaluation. Another study [37] presents a more detailed classification study of North Indian classical music. Three kinds of classifications are applied: classification by artist, by instrument, by raga and thaat. Each musical piece is again represented as pitch-class histograms for classification by the raga types. On the other hand, this time only the similarity matrix is mentioned for the raga classifier and the method of classification is not explained any further. Again, it is not clear how pitch histograms are represented in the classification process. The success rates for classification by raga types applied on 897 audio recordings were found to be considerably low in comparison to the previous study on raga classification [36] . Finally, an important drawback of this study is again the manual adjustment of the tonic of the pieces. Again, all these problematic points hinder the application of these technologies in other non-western MIR studies: some important points related to the implementation or representations are not clear, the results are not reliable or considerable amount of manual work is needed. We believe that this is mainly due to the relatively short history of non-western MIR.
The most comprehensive study on non-western music is presented by Gomez and Herrera [38] . A new feature, harmonic pitch class profile (HPCP) proposed by Gomez [19] which is inspired by pitch-class histograms, is applied to classify a very large music corpora of western and nonwestern music. Besides HPCP, other features such as tuning frequency, equal-tempered deviation, non-tempered energy ratio and diatonic strength, which are closely related with tonal description of music, are used to discriminate non-western musics from western musics or vice versa. While 500 audio recordings are used to represent non-western music including musics of Africa, Java, Arabic, Japan, China, India and Central Asia, 1000 audio recordings are used to represent western music including classical, jazz, pop, rock, hip-hop, country music, etc.
From our point of view, an interesting point of this study is the use of pitch histograms (HPCP) without mapping the pitches into a 12-dimensional pitch-space as in western music. Instead, pitches are represented in a 120-dimensional pitch-space which thus enables to represent pitch-spaces of various non-western musics. Considering the features used, the study mainly discriminates between non-western musics from western music by computing their deviation from equal-tempered tuning system, in other words their ''deviation'' from western music. As a result, two kinds of classifiers, decision trees and SVM, are evaluated and success rates higher than 80% are obtained in terms of F-measure. However, the study also bears serious drawbacks as explicitly demonstrated by Lartillot et al. [39] . One of the critiques refers to the assumption of octave equivalence for non-western musics. The other criticism is related to the assumption of tempered scale for non-western musics as implemented in some features such as tuning frequency, non-tempered energy ratio, the diatonic strength, etc. Finally, it is also not explained how the problem of tuning frequency is solved for non-western music collections.
Another group of study apply self-organizing maps (SOMs) based on pitch histograms to understand the nonwestern and folk musics by visualization. Toiviainen and Eurola [40] apply SOM to visualize 2240 Chinese, 2323 Hungarian, 6236 German and 8613 Finnish folk melodies. Chordia and Rae [41] also apply SOM to model tonality in North Indian Classical Music.
In a recent study, Gedik and Bozkurt [8] , have considered the classification of Turkish music recordings by makam types from audio recordings for the first time in the literature. However, this first study was not aiming at a fully automatic classification in terms of makam types. It applied the MIR methods to evaluate the divergence of theory and practice in Turkish music. One hundred and eighty audio recordings, with automatically labeled and manually checked tonics, were used to classify recordings by nine makam types. Each recording was represented as pitch-frequency histograms, and templates for each makam type are constructed according to the pitch-scale definitions for each makam type defined by the most influential theorists, Hü seyin Saadettin Arel (1880-1955). Although the theory presents fixed frequency values for pitch intervals, each pitch is represented as a Gaussian distribution for each makam type in order to compare the theory with practice. As a result, it has been shown that the theory is found more successful for the definitions of some makam types than for others. It was also shown that pitch-frequency histograms are potentially a good representation of the pitch space and can be successfully used in MIR applications.
As a result of this review, we conclude that nonwestern music research is very much influenced by western music research in terms of pitch space representations and MIR methodologies. This is problematic because the properties common to many non-western musics, such as the variability in frequencies of pitches, non-standard tuning, extended octave characteristics, practice of the concept of modal versus tonal, differ highly in comparison to western music. The literature of fully automatic MIR algorithms for non-western music, taking into consideration its own pitch space characteristics without direct projection to western music, is almost nonpresent. The use of methodologies developed for western music is in general acceptable, but data space mappings are most of the time very problematic.
Pitch histogram-based studies for Turkish MIR
In the literature about Turkish music, pitch-frequency histograms are successfully used for tuning research by manually labeling peaks on histograms to detect note frequencies for Turkish music [34, [42] [43] [44] . It is only very recent that a few studies that aim at designing automatic analysis methods based on processing of pitch-frequency histograms [6, 8] .
As discussed in the previous sections, it is clear that representing Turkish music using a 12-dimensional pitchclass space is not appropriate. Aiming at developing fully automatic MIR algorithms, we use high resolution pitchfrequency histograms, without a standard pitch or tuning system (tempered or non-tempered) taken for granted, and without folding the data into a single octave. We present the methods developed below.
Pitch-histogram computation
For fundamental frequency (f0) analysis of the audio data, the YIN algorithm [45] is used together with some post-filters. The post-filters are explained in [6] and are mainly designed to correct octave errors and remove noise on the f0 data.
Following the f0 estimation, a pitch-frequency histogram, Hf 0 [n], is computed as a mapping that corresponds to the number of f0 values that fall into various disjoint categories:
where (f n , f n+1 ) are boundary values defining the f0 range for the nth bin. One of the critical choices made in histogram computation is the decision of bin-width, W b , where automatic methods are concerned. It is common practice to use logarithmic partitioning of the f0 space in musical f0 analysis which leads to uniform sampling of the log-f0 space. Given the number of bins, N, and the f0 range (f 0max and f 0min ), bin-width, W b , and the edges of the histogram, f n , can be simply obtained by
For musical f0 analysis, various logarithmic units like cents and commas are used. Although the cent (obtained by the division of an octave into 1200 logarithmically equal partitions) is the most frequently used unit in western music analysis, it is common practice to use the Holderian comma (Hc) (obtained by the division of an octave into 53 logarithmically equal partitions) as the smallest intervallic unit in Turkish music theoretical parlance. To facilitate comparisons between our results and Turkish music theory, we also use the Holderian comma unit in partitioning the f0 space (as a result in our figures and tables). After empirical tests with various grid sizes, 1 3 Holderian comma resolution is obtained by Bozkurt [6] . This resolution optimizes smoothness and precision of pitch histograms for various applications. Moreover, this resolution is the highest master tuning scheme we could find from which a subset tuning is derived for Turkish music, as specified by Yarman [7] .
In the next sections, we present the MIR methods we have developed for Turkish music based on the pitchhistogram representation.
Automatic tonic detection
In the analysis of large databases of Turkish music, the most problematic part is correlating results from multiple files. Due to diapason differences between recordings (i.e. non-standard pitches), lining up the analyzed data from various files is impossible without a reference point. Fortunately, the tonic of each makam serves as a viable reference point.
Theoretically and as a very common practice, a recording in a specific makam always ends at the tonic as the last note [46] . However, tracking the last note reliably is difficult especially in old recordings where the energy of background noise is comparatively high.
The main algorithm flow
In [6] , we presented a robust tonic detection algorithm (shown in Fig. 3 ) based on aligning the pitch histogram of
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a given recording to a makam pitch histogram template. The algorithm assumes the makam of the recording is known (either from the tags or track names since it is common practice to name tracks with the makam name as ''Hicaz taksim''). The makam pitch histogram templates are constructed (and also the tonics are re-estimated for the collection of recordings) in an iterative manner: the template is initiated as a Gaussian mixture from theoretical intervals and updated recursively as recordings are synchronized. Similar to the pitch histogram computation, the Gaussian mixtures are constructed in the logfrequency domain. The widths of Gaussians are chosen to be the same in the log-frequency domain as presented in Fig. 4 of [6] . Since in the algorithm a theoretical template is matched with a real histogram, the best choice of width for optimizing the matching is to use the width values close to the ones observed in the real data histograms. We have observed on many samples that the widths of most of the peaks in real histograms appear to be in the 1-4 Hc range. As expected, smaller widths are observed on fretted instrument samples, whereas larger widths are observed for unfretted instruments. Several informal tests have been performed to study the effect of the width choice for the tonic detection algorithm. We have observed that for the widths in the 1.5-3.5 Hc range, the algorithm converges to the same results due to the iterative approach used. Since it is an iterative process and the theoretical template is only used for initialization, the choice of the theoretical system is not very critical, nor the width of the Gaussian functions. Given any of the existing theories and a width value in the 1.5-3.5 Hc range, the system quickly converges to the same point. It only serves a means for aligning histograms with respect to each other and is not used for dimension reduction. One alternative to using theoretical information is to manually choose one of the recordings to be representative as the initial template. Since it is an iterative process and the theoretical template is only used for initialization, the choice of the theoretical system is not very critical. Given any of the existing theories, the system quickly converges to the same point. It only serves a means for aligning histograms and is not used for dimension reduction.
The presented algorithm is used to construct makam pitch histogram templates used further both in tonic detection of other recordings and for the automatic classifier explained in the next section.
Once the template of the makam is available, automatic tonic detection of a given recording is achieved by:
Sliding the template over the pitch histogram of the recording in 1 3 Hc steps (as shown in Fig. 4a ).
Computing the shift amount that gives the maximum correlation or the minimum distance using one of the measures listed below.
Assigning the peak that matches the tonic peak of the template as the tonic of the recording (as shown in Fig.  4b by indicating the tonic with 0 Hc) and computing the tonic from the shift value and the template's tonic location.
These steps are represented as two blocks (synchronization, tonic detection) in Fig. 3 .
In [6] , the best matching point between histograms was found by finding the maximum of the cross-correlation function, c[n], computed using the equation
where h r [n] is the recording's pitch histogram and h t [n] is the corresponding makam's pitch histogram template. In this section, we have reviewed the previously presented automatic detection algorithm [6] . The results obtained in [6] were quite convincing, but based on subjective evaluation on tonic detection of 67 solo recordings of Tanburi Cemil Bey (1871-1916). However, it is an open issue whether the use of other distance measures can provide better results than the crosscorrelation measure (used in [6] ), which could be studied objectively using synthetic test data. As part of the ARTICLE IN PRESS Fig. 3 . Tonic detection and histogram template construction algorithm (box indicated with dashed lines) and the overall analysis process. All recordings should be in a given makam which also specifies the intervals in the theoretical system.
contributions of this study, we test four other distance/ similarity measures for matching histograms. We enlarge the test set to a total of 268 samples where 150 of the examples are synthetic. For the synthetic data set, quantitative results are provided. It is well known in a synthetic data set the tonic frequency for the set of recordings in a specific makam is the same (synthesized using the same tuning frequency). Therefore, the standard deviation of measured tonic frequencies and the maximum distance to the mean of the estimates can be used as a quantitative measure of consistency/reliability of the method. These contributions of this study to the algorithm in [6] are presented in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.
Additional distance measures for matching histograms
There is a large body of research on the distance measures between two histograms in the domain of image indexing and retrieval, pattern recognition, clustering, etc. (the interested reader is referred to [47] for a review). Here, we discuss a number of popular distance measures which we think are relevant to our problem.
City Block (L 1 -norm):
Intersection:
minðh r ½k; h t ½n þ kÞ
These three measures are used for histogram-based image indexing and retrieval [48] . In addition, we include a distance measure from the set of popular distance measures defined for comparing probability density functions. Bhattacharya distance:
These four additional measures are integrated in the tonic detection algorithm, and a total of five measures are compared in controlled tests as explained below.
Tests
The tests are performed on two groups of data: synthetic audio and real audio.
Tests on synthetic audio: Using synthetic audio, we have the chance for handling controlled tests. A total of 150 audio files are gathered from the teaching materials distributed as notation plus audio-CD format as ''makam compilations'', each track synthesized from a specific type of MIDI data for Turkish music using a string instrument, a wind instrument and a percussive instrument altogether as trio [49] . All the recordings in a given makam are synthesized at the same standard pitch (diaposon); therefore, the tonic frequencies are all the same, but unknown to the authors of this manuscript. This gives us the opportunity to compare tonic frequencies for each makam class with respect to the mean estimates. The makam histogram templates are computed from hundreds of real audio files using the algorithm in [6] . In Table 1 , we present the results obtained by using these templates for tonic detection of the 150 synthetic audio files.
A close look at the values for a given makam indicates that most of the time the estimations are very consistent. For example, for makam rast, the mean value of the tonics in 24 files are found in the range of 109.51-110.05 Hz using five different measures with a maximum standard deviation of 0.42 Hz (for the cross-correlation methods). A visual check of the spectrum for the first harmonic peak location of the last note of the recordings reveals that the tonic is around 110 Hz. The last row of the table lists the number of false peak detections: cross-correlation and Euclidean measures resulted in labeling wrong histogram peaks as a tonic in only four files over 150 files. This results in very large maximum-distance and standard deviation values for these two methods for hicaz and us -s -ak makams. The other three methods, City Block, Intersection and Bhattacharyya, all picked correct tonic peaks for all files. The results for these three methods are very consistent, and have very low variation within a recording of the same makam synthesized using in the same diapason (ahenk). Considering the fact that the templates used for alignment were constructed from real audio files, the results are surprisingly good.
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The little variations in tonic estimation are mainly due to computing the tonic from the shift value and the template's tonic location. They can easily be removed by an additional step of computing the tonic as the center of gravity of the peak lobe labeled as tonic. Real audio tests are handled with this additional step included in the algorithm.
Tests on real audio: As an example of real audio data, we have chosen solo improvisation (taksim) recordings from musicians referred as ''indisputable masters'' in literature: Tanburi Cemil (tanbur, kemenc -e, violoncello), Mesut Cemil (tanbur, violoncello), Ercü ment Batanay (tanbur), Fahrettin C -imenli (tanbur), Udi Hrant (violin), Yorgo Bacanos (ud), Aka Gü ndü z Kutbay (ney), Kani Karaca (vocal), Bekir Sıdkı For each file, the tonic is found, and a figure is created with the tonic indicated, and the template histogram is finally matched to the recording's histogram to check the result visually manually. This check is quite reliable since almost all histogram matches are as clear as in Fig. 4b . For confusing figures, we referred to the recording and compared the f0 estimate of the recording's last note with the estimated tonic frequency.
Indeed, it was observed that the tonic re-computation from the corresponding peak removed the variance within the various methods (as expected). In 118 files, crosscorrelation and Euclidean methods failed for only one (the same) file in makam rast, and City Block and Intersection methods failed for one (the same) file in makam us -s -ak and Bhattacharyya failed for two files, one in makam us -s -ak, the other in makam rast.
As a result, the City Block and Intersection measures were found to be extremely successful: they failed only in one file among 268 files (the synthetic data set plus the real data set) in addition to their computationally lower cost comparatively. Other measures are also quite successful: Bhattacharyya failed on two, cross-correlation and Euclidean failed on five of 268 files. These results indicate that the pitch histogram representation carries almost all of the information necessary for tonic finding and the task can be achieved via a simple ''shift and compare'' approach.
Automatic makam recognition
In pattern recognition literature, template matching method is a simple and robust approach when adequately applied [47, [50] [51] [52] [53] . Temperley [12] also considers the method of tonality finding in literature on western music as template matching. We also apply template matching for finding makam of a given Turkish music recording. In addition, as mentioned before, a data-driven model is chosen for the construction of templates.
Similar to pitch histogram-based classification studies, we also use a template matching approach to makam recognition using pitch-frequency histograms: each recording's histogram is compared to each histogram template of the makam type and the makam type whose template is more similar is found as the makam type of the recording. In contrast, there is no assumption of a standard pitch (diaposon) nor a mapping to a low dimensional class space. One of the histograms is shifted (transposed in musical terms) in 1 3 Hc ( 1 159 octaves) steps until the best matching point is found in a similar fashion to the tonic finding method described in Section 3.2. The algorithm is simple and effective, and the main problem is the construction of makam templates.
In our design and tests, we have used nine makam types which represent 50% of the current Turkish music repertoire [54] . The list can be extended as new templates are included which can be computed in a fully automatic manner using the algorithm described in [6] . Due to the limited number of recordings, we apply leave one-out cross-validation in both the construction of the templates and the evaluation of the makam recognition system. Therefore, when a recording is subject to comparison with makam templates, it does not contribute to the construction of the template of the makam type the recording belongs to, and the comparison is made on the basis of unknown tuning frequency of the recording. The template for each makam type is simply computed by averaging the pitch-frequency histograms of audio recordings from the same makam type after aligning all histograms with respect to their tonics ('tonic synchronized histogram averaging' block in Fig. 3) . In other words, every time a recording is compared with the templates, the templates are reconstructed from the rest of the recordings.
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Firstly, each pitch-frequency histogram obtained by the procedure defined in Section 3.1 is normalized to unity sum as follows:
where Hf 0 denotes the pitch-frequency histogram and Hf 0 N denotes the normalized pitch-frequency histogram. The templates for each makam type are obtained by summing the tonic aligned histograms and normalization:
Hf 0 N k ðiÞ (10)
where Hf 0 N k (i) denotes the normalized pitch-frequency histogram of the ith recording from makam type k, N refers to the number of recordings from makam type k, T k refers to template for the makam type k and TN k refers to the normalized template. As a result, templates for each makam type are obtained: two templates for two makam types are shown in Fig. 5 as an example. Finally, when the data-driven model is finished, the similarity between templates (see Fig. 5 ) and a recording can be measured. As the City-Block (L1 norm) distance measure performed best in the automatic tonic detection algorithm, it is also used in the makam recognition system. Given a recording's histogram and the templates, the histogram is shifted in 1 3 Hc steps and the City-Block distances to the templates are computed at each step. Finally, the smallest distance is obtained and the corresponding template indicates the makam type of the recording.
The makam recognition system described above is evaluated by computing the parameters presented below:
TP: true positive, TN: true negative, FP: false positive, FN: false negative. The success rates obtained are presented in Table 2 . Table 2 shows that while the makam recognition system is successful for the makam types hicaz, rast, segah and saba, it is not very successful for the makam types kürdili hicazkar, hüzzam, nihavend, hüseyni and us -s -ak. Table 3 presents the confusion matrix of the makam recognition system (unsuccessfully retrieved makam types indicated as bold).
The highest confusion between the makam types are as follows: segah and hüzzam on the one side and kürdili hicazkar, us -s -ak, hüseyni and nihavend on the other side. Observing the templates of these two groups of makam types indicates the reason of this confusion. 
While the segah and hüzzam have similar pitch-frequency histograms on the one side, as shown in Fig. 6a , kürdili hicazkar, us -s -ak, hüseyni and nihavend have similar pitch-frequency histograms on the other side, as depicted in Fig. 6b . On the other hand, two makam types, hicaz and saba, are not confused due to the dissimilar pitch-frequency histograms as shown in Fig. 5 .
The most confused makamlar are also evaluated from the view point of music theoretical knowledge, especially the theory founded by Arel [8] . Pitch interval values of the confused makam couples, segah-hüzzam and us -s -ak-hüseyni are very similar to the Arel theory. The theoretical pitch interval values between the makamlar nihavend and kürdili hicazkar have also certain similarities to the makamlar, us -s -ak and hüseyni. Lastly, in a recent study [55] focusing mainly on histogram matching techniques and similarity measures for Turkish music, the comparison of the pitch spaces of western music and Turkish music is presented empirically over only two makamlar, saba and hicaz. Instead of a continuous representation, samples are represented by the peaks of the pitch-frequency histograms. Therefore, recordings are represented similar to the pitch-classes in western music. Then, a similar data-driven model is applied for the classification of two makamlar using the correlation coefficient, the most frequently applied distance measure in MIR studies on western music. Consequently, a success rate of 21% is found in terms of the F-measure. On the other hand, when the continuous representation of pitch space, the pitch-frequency histogram, is used, a success rate of 95% is obtained in terms of the F-measure. This result empirically demonstrates the difference between the pitch spaces of Turkish music and western music.

Discussions, conclusions and future work
In this study, the use of a high dimensional pitchfrequency histogram representation without pre-assumptions about the tuning, tonality, pitch-classes, or a specific music theory for two MIR applications are presented: automatic tonic detection and makam recognition for Turkish music. In the Introduction and review sections, we first discussed why such a representation is necessary by discussing similar methods in the literature. We have shown in Section 3 that very high quality tonic detection and a fairly good makam recognition could be achieved using this type of representation and the simple approach of ''shift and compare''.
''Shift and compare'' processing of pitch-frequency histograms mainly correspond to transpose-invariant scale comparison since peaks of the histograms correspond to notes in the scale. The results of the makam recognition system show that the scale structure is very discriminative for some of the makams such as segah and saba (F-measures: 85, 84). For other makams, such as kürdili hicazkar and hüseyni, the success rate is relatively lower (F-measures: 55, 56) though still much higher than chance (100/9 for nine classes). The payback of using histograms instead of time-varying f0 data for analysis is the loss of the temporal dimension and therefore, the musical context of executed intervals. Referring back to Turkish music theory, we see that makam descriptions include ascending-descending characteristics, possible modulations and typical motives. In our future work, we will try to add new features derived from f0 curves based on this information, again using a data-driven approach.
